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ABSTRACT 

OBJECTIVE: Reflection in medical education as a means to prepare students for the 

complexity of medical practice is gaining increasing support. Yet, little is known on 

how to best employ reflection in medical education. I addressed this question by 

setting up a pilot project based on a reflective logbook with the aim of collecting data 

and experience that may guide future reflective programs within medical education. 

 

METHOD: Based on an overview of literature, a reflective logbook was designed and 

later presented to 28 students before a clinical emergency medicine course. 

Students’ views and attitudes towards reflection and the logbook were collected upon 

completion of the course through a questionnaire and a focus group interview. 

Content analysis was used for qualitative material.   

 

RESULTS: The results suggest that students consider reflection to be important and 

potentially useful. However, it proved difficult to transfer this sense of relevance into a 

high participation rate as only 10 out of the 28 students used the logbook. The users 

of the logbook reported that it made them more reflective and that it enhanced their 

learning experience.  

 

CONCLUSION: For at least a group of students, a reflective logbook in clinical 

medical education appears to be successful for encouraging reflection and for 

enhancing learning experiences. Future studies should aim to find strategies to 

engage more students in reflection and to objectively measure outcomes.  

 

 
KEYWORDS: Medical education, Reflection, Clinical, Teaching, Learning, Attitudes.  
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SAMMANFATTNING PÅ SVENSKA 

(Summary in Swedish) 

Att förbereda läkarstudenter för framtida yrkesverksamhet är en både viktig och svår uppgift. 

Arbetet som läkare präglas av komplexitet, samtidigt som både patienters och samhällets 

förväntningar på läkaren – med rätta – är höga. För att kunna hantera de komplexa problem 

som läkaren ställs inför är det ofta otillräckligt med enbart medicinsk-teknisk kunskap. Istället 

måste en läkare kunna integrera den medicinsk-tekniska kunskapen med lärdomar från 

erfarenhet och tillämpa ett gott omdöme. För att utvecklas på lång sikt och för att hänga med i 

den medicinska utvecklingen behövs även förmåga till självutvärdering. 

 

Att lära ut och uppmuntra till reflektion är en ansats för att förbereda läkarstudenter för 

framtida yrkesverksamhet som på senare år vunnit allt mer stöd på läkarutbildningar världen 

över. Reflektion antas kunna öka kapaciteten till bland annat just kunskapsintegrering, 

självinsikt och självutvärdering. Förmåga till reflektion har även föreslagits vara viktigt för att 

utveckla många av de drag som utmärker en skicklig läkare, såsom professionalism, livslångt 

lärande och ett gott omdöme.   

 

Uppsala universitets läkarutbildning har visserligen enskilda reflektionsmoment, men ingen 

överlagd plan för att utbilda och uppmuntra studenter att reflektera. I det här självständiga 

arbetet om 30 högskolepoäng på läkarutbildningen, genomförde och utvärderade jag ett 

pilotprojekt inom reflektion med studenter på läkarprogrammet i Uppsala. Syftet var att samla 

kunskaper och erfarenheter som kan användas vid framtida reflektionsprojekt inom 

läkarutbildningar, främst vid Uppsala universitet, men även vid andra lärosäten.  

 

Det första steget i projektet var att göra en översikt av litteraturen om reflektion på 

läkarutbildningar. Översikten visade att det finns många artiklar inom ämnet, men att det inte 

finns några bevis för att reflektion i slutändan ger skickligare läkare. Även det vetenskapliga 

underlaget för hur reflektion bör implementeras i läkarutbildningar visade sig vara svagt. 

Baserat på de kunskaper och erfarenheter som trots allt finns beskrivet, bestämde jag mig för 

att utforma en reflexiv loggbok och testa den på studenter i en kurs i klinisk akutmedicin, som 

ges under termin 5 på läkarprogrammet vid Uppsala universitet. 
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Projekt utvärderades via en enkät och via en fokusgruppsintervju. Resultaten pekar på att 

studenter anser att reflektion är viktigt i läkarutbildningen och att reflektion kan vara 

användbart för flera ändamål såsom att hantera etiskt svåra frågor och att uppnå djupare 

inlärning. Det visade sig däremot svårt att överföra studenternas uppfattning om att reflektion 

är viktigt i utbildningen till en hög deltagandenivå i loggboksprojektet. Av 28 studenter i 

kursen var det 10 som använde loggboken i någon omfattning. Utvärderingen av de som 

använde loggboken visar att de ansåg att loggboken uppmuntrade dem till att bli mer 

reflekterande och att den hjälpte till vid inlärning.  

 

Sammanfattningsvis föreslår studien att en loggbok kan vara en metod för att lära ut och 

uppmuntra till reflektion hos åtminstone en delgrupp av läkarstudenter. Framtida studier 

behöver fokusera på att finna reflexiva metoder som kan engagera fler studenter. Därtill är det 

önskvärt, om än svårt, att objektivt utvärdera huruvida interventioner syftande till reflektion 

gör studenter mer reflekterande och om reflektion i slutändan ger skickligare läkare.   
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1.  BACKGROUND 

1.1 Introduction 

Already Hippocrates, widely regarded as the founder of western medicine, emphasised the 

education of physicians
1
 and the role of the physician as an educator

2
. Two thousand five 

hundred years later, the education of becoming physicians is as critical as ever before. 

However, how to best prepare medical students for their professional future is largely an open 

question. In this degree project, I describe and evaluate a pedagogical project aimed at 

enhancing medical students’ training through teaching and encouraging reflective practices. 

The results suggest that students value reflection, and that a reflective logbook appears to be 

effective for encouraging reflection in at least a subgroup of students.  

What, then, are the demands on physicians that medical students must prepare for? For one, 

practicing medicine means facing complexity. Typically, the problems encountering a 

physician are not clearly defined and cannot be solved merely with scientific and medical 

knowhow. Instead, a successful physician must master how to integrate the factual and 

technical expertise with experience and judgement, as well as with an understanding of both 

context and oneself. For another, medicine is ultimately a practice of life and death. 

Therefore, both society and patients rightly hold high expectation on physicians to perform at 

the highest attainable level.  

With such high demands, preparing medical students for their professional futures is a both 

difficult and important task. Medical institutions have responded to the challenges of medical 

education as would be expected by a field known for its research intensity: by producing a 

vast amount of research. As a matter of fact, about 20 academic journals in medicine are 

devoted solely to education (Van Der Vleuten, 2012), conceivably more than in any other 

professional field. 

                                                           
1
 The term “physician” will be used throughout the report to denote a person with a MD degree (Medical Doctor) 

including individuals with surgical training.  

2
 The Hippocratic Oath calls on the physician to both honour one’s own teachers and to pass on the medical 

knowledge. See, for example, Porter (1999, p. 63).   
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Despite the research efforts, many questions remain unsolved. This lack of knowledge can 

partly be attributed to the relative novelty of the field, but probably more so to the difficulties 

associated with research on education, and medical education in particular. First of all, 

medicine itself is relentlessly moving forward with an ever-increasing amount of knowledge 

added every year. Secondly, not only medicine is firmly advancing, but also the science of 

learning and teaching. Thirdly, society is changing, which in turn alters the spectra of diseases 

and the economic constraints facing the physicians, and in the end, the role of the physician.  

Hence, striving for an appropriate and effective medical education in fact means aiming at a 

moving target. To complicate matters further, measuring outcomes of interventions in 

education are notoriously difficult. Nevertheless, medical institutions have developed and 

evaluated a variety of educational concepts aiming at embracing the complexity of practicing 

medicine. One noteworthy example is problem based learning (PBL) which originally was 

developed in Canada in the 1970s and since has made a global impact on medical education 

(Davis, 1999). Another concept that has gained increasing attention and adaption globally 

within medical education in the last decades is reflection, the topic of this report.  

The report starts with an overview of literature on reflection in medical education. The 

methodology, objective and scope of the study are detailed in the second part of the report.  

Thereafter, the results are presented, followed by a discussion leading up to a conclusion with 

suggested implications. Now, before opening our examination of the literature, we
3
 need to 

define what reflection in medical education actually means.  

1.2 A definition of reflection in medical education  

The Oxford Dictionary defines reflection as a “serious thought or consideration” or as “an 

idea about something, especially one that is written down or expressed” (Soanes, 2003). 

Although researchers in medical education, as we will see, prefer to use more elaborate 

definitions, this simple definition nonetheless captures much of what is essential in reflection 

in medical education.  

The dictionary-definition of reflection is also largely consistent with how reflection first 

appeared in the literature on education in the early 20th century in the works of Dewey, an 

                                                           
3
 “We” is here, and elsewhere in the text unless otherwise noted, used in the meaning of “my readers and me”.  
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influential American psychologist, philosopher and school reformist. In his book How we 

think, Dewey defines a reflective thought as an “Active, persistent, and careful consideration 

of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it, and 

the further conclusion to which it tends.” (1997, p. 6) 

Since Dewey, much attention has been placed on reflection by scholars, who often have 

offered their own definitions. Consequently, there exists no universally recognized definition 

of reflection in the context of education. Yet, the various definitions typically include the 

notion that reflection is an active cognitive process with the potential of altering one’s 

perspective and understanding. This premise of active cognition and changing perspectives is 

echoed in a recent definition by Sandars. Writing for AMEE (Association of Medical 

Education in Europe) in a guide on reflection in medical education, Sandars aims at an 

inclusive definition: 

Reflection is a metacognitive process that occurs before, during and after 

situations with the purpose of developing greater understanding of both self 

and the situation so that future encounters with the situations are informed 

from previous encounters. (2009) 

As implied by Sandars’ definition, reflection is an active process aiming at a deeper 

understanding by making use of both experience and by investigating one’s own cognition. 

The definition also states that reflection may occur before, during and after situations. This 

leads us to two different modes of reflection that are frequently used in the literature: 

reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action. As hinted by their names, reflection-in-action 

occurs during an event, whereas reflection-on-action occurs after an event. Now that we have 

defined reflection in medical education, we may turn to the suggested benefits of reflection.  

1.3 Reflection – A theoretical perspective 

The assumed benefits of reflection are not constrained to any one particular area. Instead, 

reflection is often seen as a concept that will pay its dividends broadly by improving generic 

skills. More elaborately, an argument for reflection in medical education might shortly be 

outlined as follows: Working as a physician regularly involves dealing with complex and 

unforeseeable situations, sometimes under already demanding and stressful conditions. While 
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solving the task at hand, the physician must also adhere to strict professional and ethical 

standards, a far from trivial task, oftentimes necessitating a deepened understanding of both 

self and context. In a longer perspective, a physician must also identify areas of insufficient 

knowledge and be able to address these deficiencies by either learning from existing 

knowledge or by engaging in research. Clearly, merely learning facts and technical skills 

during medical education will not suffice in preparing medical students and physicians to 

cope with these humbling requirements.  

This is where reflection comes in to play. Proponents of reflection argue that by developing 

reflective skills, the medical student will have better preconditions not only to learn the 

necessary facts and technical skills, but also to develop the judgment, the perception and the 

communicative expertise that characterise proficient physicians.  

One scholar who has stressed the specific demands of professionals such as physicians, 

lawyers and engineers, is Schön. Inspired by Dewey – and in line with my depiction of the 

reality of practicing medicine – Schön emphasises the limitation of technical rationality. 

Instead of being “well-formed structures”, the problems of physicians, lawyers and engineers 

“tend not to present themselves as problems at all but as messy, intermediate situations” 

(Schön, 1987, p. 3-4). In response to the challenges of these professions, Schön advocates a 

“reflective practicum” in professional school that works as a bridge between the world of the 

university and practice (1987).  

Another scholar frequently referred to in the literature on reflection in medical education is 

Kolb. Kolb is particularly recognized for his theory of “experiental learning” and his learning 

cycle that provides a straightforward framework for understanding learning from experience. 

Graphically, Kolb’s learning cycle may be illustrated as follows: 
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Figure 1 Kolb’s learning cycle (1984, p. 42).  

The key suggestion in Kolb’s cycle is the need of experience as well as cognition on that 

experience:  

The central idea here is that learning, and therefore knowing, requires both a 

grasp or figurative representation of experience and some transformation of 

that representation […] The simple perception of experience is not sufficient 

learning; something must be done with it. Similarly, transformation alone 

cannot represent learning, for there must be something to be transformed, 

some state or experience that is being acted upon. (Kolb, 1984, p. 42)  

Although Kolb does not explicitly mention reflection, his ideas are consistent with the 

assumption of the significance of interplay between experience and cognition that underlie the 

literature on reflection in medical practice. As illustrated by a recent AMEE guide on 

experiental learning (Yardley, Teunissen, & Dornan, 2012), Kolb’s ideas have become an 

important part of the theoretical underpinnings of learning from experience in medical 

education.  

Yet another scholar who has contributed to the understanding of what it takes to become a 

proficient physician is Ericsson. Like Kolb, Ericsson does not use reflection to label his ideas. 

Nevertheless, his understandings on experience and its relationship to expert performance are 

in line with much of the literature on reflection. By studying experts in many fields, Ericsson 

Concrete 
experience 

Reflective 
observation 

Abstract 
conceptualization 

Active 
experimentation 
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concludes that deliberate practice is more important than innate talent as a predictor of expert 

performance in the long run (2004).  

However, although stressing the need for plentiful experience, Ericsson argues that experience 

alone does not suffice in producing experts. Rather, without deliberate practice, performers 

lose conscious control and resort to automaticity, which in turn debilitates performers to make 

the needed adjustments to develop further. Experts on the other hand “counteract automaticity 

by developing increasingly complex mental representations to attain higher levels of control 

of their performance and will therefore remain within their ‘cognitive’ and ‘associative’ 

phases” (Ericsson, 2004). Ericsson’s arguments are relevant to reflection in at least two ways. 

Firstly, by reflecting during action, practitioners can remain in the cognitive and associative 

phases and thereby continue to develop. Secondly, by reflecting on performance, practitioners 

can get a greater understanding on how their expertise develops and thus may identify 

stagnation more easily.  

We have now walked through some of the suggested benefits of reflection in medical 

education and some theoretical foundations. Considering the theoretically compelling 

arguments in favour of reflection, it is not surprising that reflection has had an impact on 

medical education.  

1.4 Reflection in medical curricula today 

It is difficult to globally estimate the extent to which reflection is part of medical school 

curricula today. For one, there is no practical way of searching after medical curricula. For 

another, there exists no established definition of reflection. Lastly, projects that actually do fit 

into the definition of reflection may be given other labels, especially in non-English speaking 

settings.  

Nonetheless, documents published by normative institutions can serve as one indicator of the 

use of reflection in medical education. One example is the British General Medical Council 

(GMC). In its document Tomorrow’s Doctors from 2009, GMC outlines what it “expects 

medical schools to deliver and what the employers of new graduates can expect to receive…” 

(p. 5). Amongst other outcomes, students are expected to “Continually and systematically 

reflect on practice and, whenever necessary, translate that reflection into action…” (p. 27). 
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In the Swedish law governing attainment goals for medical degrees, reflection is nowhere 

mentioned. But, to qualify for a medical degree in Sweden, students are expected to 

“demonstrate ability to critically and systematically integrate and use knowledge, and to 

analyse and evaluate complex phenomena, problems and situations.”
4
 

(Högskoleförordningen). Students are also expected to demonstrate self-knowledge as well as 

an ability to identify needs of further knowledge and to continually develop one’s 

competence. Thus, even though not explicitly mentioning reflection, the Swedish goals 

embody much of what is seen as central to reflection in medical education.  

 

Yet another recent example of normative documents is the guide on reflection released by 

AMEE in 2009 (Sandars). In addition to these guides and goals, a PubMed search on “medical 

education” combined with “reflection” returns a handful of articles for 1988 and 31 for 1999, 

before reaching 111 for 2011 (“(reflection) AND medical education - PubMed - NCBI”). 

 

Neither the statistics on PubMed, nor the documents cited above, can reveal the extent of 

reflection in medical education today with any certainty. What it does indicate, however, is 

that reflection is perceived as desirable among at least a segment of scholars and 

administrators of medical education, and that it constitutes an active area of research. With a 

documented interest in reflection in medical education, we would expect evidence in favour 

of reflection as well as established best practices for employing reflection in medical 

curricula. However, as we will find out, this is not the case.   

1.5 Reflection – An empirical perspective  

No matter how theoretically compelling arguments for implementing reflective programs in 

medical education are, they bear little weight without empirical evidence that support their 

merit. I will soon turn the attention to examining some distinct research inquires on reflection, 

but before that, I will briefly comment on the research on reflection in medical education in 

general.  

 

As pointed out in section 1.4, the number of publications on reflection in medical education 

has increased steeply since the late 1980s. However, the number of publications says nothing 

                                                           
4
 All translations from Swedish into English throughout the report are made by A.P.  
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about the quality, the nature and the scope of the research. This is clearly demonstrated in the 

most thorough systematic review of reflection in medical education to date, carried out by 

Mann, Gordon and MacLeud (2009). Their systematic review identified over 600 papers, 

commentaries and reviews of the literature published (in English) between 1995 and 2005. Of 

these publications, only 29 papers describe research investigating the process and outcomes of 

reflective practice and hence qualified for the study. Besides, none of these 29 studies where 

randomized controlled studies and only a few included control groups. Another testimony of 

the scarcity of evidence is given in AMEE:s guide on reflection from 2009 which concludes 

that “…there is no evidence to suggest that reflection actually does improve patient care…” 

(Sandars). Although some results have been established, the scarcity of evidence should be 

kept in mind when I now turn to briefly comment more specifically on the research on 

reflection in medical education.   

 

In investigating scientific inquires, it is often practical to break down the broader inquiry into 

smaller pieces. In the case of reflection in medical education, I suggest that one useful way is 

to divide the question into the following four (non-exhaustive) questions:  

1. Is reflection measurable? 

2. Is the ability to reflect a skill that can be improved? 

3. Is reflective ability a skill that makes better physicians?  

4. How should reflection be taught and encouraged? 

To have a strong case for reflection in medical education, I argue that robust affirmative 

answers need to be provided for the first three questions, as well as an evidence-based answer 

on the fourth question. However, a comprehensive review of the literature for all four 

questions with the purpose of examining the scientific basis lies outside the scope of this 

report. Instead, as laid out in detail in section 1.7 and 1.8, this project primarily seeks to 

contribute to an answer to the fourth question. Therefore, the focus of this literature overview 

is on how reflection should be taught and encouraged in medical education. This means that I 

effectively assume the answers to the first three questions to be affirmative. Largely based on 

the systematic review by Mann et al., we will find that there is some support for an 

affirmative answer on at least the first two questions.   
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1.5.1 Is reflection measurable?  

The question of measurability of reflection is crucial. Without capacity to quantify, or at least 

classify, the study object, any research will rest on unstable foundations. Mann et al. 

identified nine studies aiming at exploring the validity and reliability of assessment of 

reflection. Based on these studies, Mann et al. concludes that “…it appears that reflection can 

be assessed and different levels of reflection discerned” and that “…measures of reflection 

correlate with other measures in theoretically consistent ways” (2009). Yet, because the 

students in these studies typically do not reflect in authentic situations, Mann et al. recognize 

that questions remain regarding the external validity of measurement. In a subsequent study, 

Learman, Autry and O’Sullivan report finding reliable measurements of self-reflections as 

well as a significant correlation with professionalism and communication skills (2008).  

 

In summary, there is some support for the assertion that reflection is measurable. However, to 

my knowledge, no methods for quantifying reflection have been adapted to Swedish, which 

restricts to possibility use these methods in my study.    

1.5.2 Is the ability to reflect is a skill that can be improved?  

This is also a fundamental question, because even if reflection were found to be a hallmark of 

proficient physicians (i.e. question 3), it would make no sense to teach and encourage 

reflection if it merely is an innate trait, rather than a skill that can be developed. All four 

studies in the review by Mann et al. examining whether reflective thinking can be developed, 

give some support for the hypothesis that students can improve their capacity for reflection.  

 

In the most notable paper, Sobral performed a study on 103 third year medical students in 

Brazil (2000). The students participated in a 30 hour long course over 15 weeks aiming at 

improving their reflective skills. After the intervention, the students had significantly 

improved their reflective score (as measured by a scale developed by the author) compared to 

a control group of 95 students. However, the study was not randomized, why it cannot be 

ruled out that there was an initial selection-effect influencing the results. Altogether, there is 

little evidence supporting that reflection is a skill that can be improved through teaching.  
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1.5.3 Is reflective ability a skill that makes better physicians?  

Herein lays the most important and most difficult question within the research on reflection in 

medical education. By definition, a better physician will provide better patient outcomes, and 

patient outcome is, arguably, the ultimate end-goal for all medical education.  

 

A positive effect of reflection on physician proficiency could be both direct and indirect. A 

direct effect could, for example, be that a physician with greater reflective capacity performs 

better, all else equal, in diagnosing patients. An example of an indirect effect could be that a 

more reflective physician, all else equal, has a better ability to learn, which in turn will 

enhance outcomes. Needless to say, there are great methodological problems associated with 

proving that reflection makes better physicians. It also depends on how physician proficiency 

is defined, a difficult task in itself. Also, the usual warning about not confusing correlation 

with causality is warranted. For instance, if reflective physicians were found to be more 

proficient, that does, of course, not prove that it is the ability to reflect in itself that makes 

them more proficient.  

 

In their review, Mann et al. did not find any evidence that reflection improves physician 

proficiency. In fact, they found no studies at all measuring change in clinical practice 

associated with reflection. Neither did Mann et al. identify any studies that support an indirect 

effect of reflection. However, Mann et al. conclude that “the literature does suggest that a 

deeper approach [to learning] and reflection seem integrally related and mutually enhancing” 

(2009).   

 

Four more recent studies attempt to bring new insights on the effect on reflection on 

diagnostic ability. In the first, Koole et al. investigated the predictive value of reflective 

capacity for case solving ability among medical students (2012). The medical students’ ability 

to reflect was found to be a weak albeit significant predictor of case solving ability. However, 

the study does not allow for any conclusions regarding causality.  

 

In a another study, Blatt, Plack, Maring, Mintz and Simmens investigated whether reflecting 

and revisiting patients during a standard patient examination improved students’ performance 

(2007). The revisit-scores turned out to be slightly but significantly higher than for the cases 

not revisited, hence suggesting an effect of reflection. But, as pointed out by the authors, the 
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higher scores in the revisit cases might be explained by factors such as acclimatization to the 

exam and less time-pressure. In a third study, Mamede, Schmidt and Penaforte did not find 

any significant effect of reflection on diagnostic accuracy (2008).  

 

Lastly, in a study performed on Canadian family physicians, Sergeant et al. found that among 

physicians identified as particularly proficient by a formal multisource feedback assessment, 

reflectivity and an interest in learning from experience were two main traits (2006). However, 

the study did not compare the traits of the proficient physicians with their lower scoring 

colleagues, while few conclusions can be drawn on the potential benefits of reflectivity.   

 

In summary, there is no solid empirical evidence that reflection can improve physician 

proficiency, either in a direct or indirect way.  

1.5.4 How should reflection be taught and encouraged? 

This section on how to teach and encourage reflection lays the foundation for the design of 

my project. As with the three previous questions, we will start our inquiry with the review by 

Mann et al. before commenting on some more recent studies. Mann et al. identified twelve 

studies addressing “the contextual influence which hinder or enable the development of 

reflection and reflective capacity” (2009). Based on these studies, Mann et al. suggest that the 

following eleven factors appear to be most important in supporting reflection: 

 An intellectually and emotionally 

supporting environment 

 An authentic context 

 Mentoring 

 Accommodation for individual 

differences in learning style 

 Group discussions 

 Free expression of experience 

 Perceptions of relevance 

 Positive prior experience 

 Organizational climate including 

respect between professionals 

 Time for reflection 

 Support 

List 1 Influential factors for enabling reflection, as identified by Mann et al.  

Mann et al. also offer some implications for educators to consider. These suggestions include 

advice on framing reflection as a learning strategy, stressing the importance of structured 

guidance and feedback, and that teachers may have an important role in modelling reflection 

in their own practice.   
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Another academic that has drawn attention to how to teach reflection in medical education is 

Aronson. Aronson, in cooperation with colleagues, has shown that structured written guidance 

improves the reflective scores in essays (Aronson, Niehaus, Lindow, Robertson, & 

O’Sullivan, 2011). Based on an a appreciation of literature and personal experiences, Aronson 

also offers twelve tips for teaching reflection in medical education (2011):  

1. Define reflection 

2. Decide on learning goals for the 

reflective exercise 

3. Choose an appropriate instructional 

method for the reflection 

4. Decide whether you will use a 

structured or unstructured approach and 

create a prompt  

5. Make a plan for dealing with ethical 

and emotional concerns 

6. Create a mechanism to follow up on 

learners’ plan 

7. Create a conducive learning 

environment 

8. Teach learners about reflection before 

asking them to do it 

9. Provide feedback and follow-up 

10. Assess the reflection 

11. Make this exercise part of a larger 

curriculum to encourage reflection 

12. Reflect on the process of teaching 

reflection 

List 2  Aronson’s twelve tips for teaching reflection at all levels of medical education.  

In the guide “The use of reflection in medical education: AMEE Guide no 44”, Sandars points 

to three main educational strategies to develop reflection: (1) Motivation for reflection,  

(2) metacognitive skills for reflection, and (3) reflective storytelling and writing (2009). To 

increase student motivation, Sandars argues that the following strategies may prove effective:  

 Provide information about the nature of reflection and its importance 

 Gradually increasing the reflective tasks  

 Focus on the external environment, including assessment of students  

Sandars divides the metacognitive skills for reflection into two main parts: noticing and 

processing. Without an initial awareness provoked by noticing, Sandars argues, no reflection 

can occur. To develop noticing, three different techniques are put forward: (a) self-

monitoring, (b) feedback from others and (c) critical incidents and significant event analysis. 

Processing, which follows noticing, is at heart of reflection and is the process in which future 

actions can be transformed. Strategies to facilitate processing include reflection for learning, 
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reflection to develop a therapeutic relationship, and reflection to develop professional 

practice. To facilitate both noticing and processing at the same time, Sandars argues that 

storytelling in any form can be effective, as telling a story naturally involves both noticing 

and making sense of what has been noticed. 

 

Altogether, the suggestions on how to implement reflection in medical education by Mann et 

al., Aronson and Sandars share several common themes. Arguably, the four most evident 

similarities are (1) the recommendation on clear guidance for students, (2) the importance of 

the external environment, (3) a recommendation of assessing students’ reflection and (4) the 

value of feedback and support.  

 

These recommendations, although largely based on expert opinion and not scientific evidence, 

are carefully considered in the design and set-up of the reflective project. Before describing 

the project thoroughly, I will give a brief overview of the MD program
5
 at Uppsala University 

and how reflection is employed today within the program.  

1.6 Characteristics of Uppsala University’s MD program 

1.6.1 General characteristics  

Uppsala University (UU), founded in 1477, is Sweden’s oldest university and has formally 

provided medical education since 1613. Today, about 220 new medical students are admitted 

every year for a program consisting of five and a half years leading to a MD degree. The 

overall aims and the extent of the program is outlined centrally in Sweden, but the universities 

have autonomy to decide upon how to reach these aims. To be eligible for admission for a 

medical program in Sweden, students must have graduated from gymnasium (typically 

completed at the age of 18 and 19) with advanced level courses in the sciences and 

mathematics.  

 

Hence, unlike for example in the U.S, students may enter medical school without prior 

experience from higher education. The medicine program at UU, like the other six universities 

awarding MD degrees in Sweden, is given in Swedish, which may partly explain why a vast 

                                                           
5
 Although the official name in English for the program at Uppsala University leading to a MD degree is 

“Medicine programme” I will consistently use “MD program”.  
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majority of students are Swedish citizens. Uppsala Akademiska University Hospital is the 

main teaching hospital for the MD program, but students also have clinical rotations in 

regional hospitals in central Sweden.  

 

In 2006, UU launched a new, reformed MD program that fully integrated PBL into the 

curriculum. In the new program, students are also introduced to patients from the first term 

through recurring placements at primary care units. The first four terms are mainly preclinical 

whereas the last seven terms are mainly clinical. After completion of the MD degree, at least 

18 months of practice including a final exam is required to become a licensed physician. 

1.6.2 Reflection within Uppsala University’s MD program today  

The MD program at UU does not have any program explicitly aimed at reflection. However, 

as already pointed out in section 1.4, the attainment goals provided by the Swedish law on 

higher education that governs all medical programs in Sweden, include formulations that 

come close to our definition
6
 of reflection (Högskoleförordningen). At UU, these 

requirements are partly fulfilled by a course sequence in professional development that runs 

parallel to the other courses during the preclinical years. The attainment goals of the course 

include being able to reflect upon physician-patient relationship, ethical considerations arising 

regarding life and death, and care of illegal immigrants (Studenthandboken 2012/2013). These 

goals are addressed through lectures, reading assignments and group discussions.  

 

Later in the program, a few solitary shorter writing assignments are issued where students are 

encouraged (and required) to reflect upon their skills and progress, and to identify learning 

needs within leadership and communication. In response to the writing assignments, teachers 

give limited written feedback. During the course in psychiatry, students may also choose to 

take part in a reflective session within the PBL group.  

1.7 Rationale, objective and scope 

Although not explicitly – and without a systematic approach – UU has incorporated reflection 

into its curriculum to some extent. Yet, no information or guidance on reflection is provided. 

Another characteristic of the reflective assignments within the MD program of UU is that they 

                                                           
6
 See section 1.2 for a definition of reflection in medical education 
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do not take place in direct relation to clinical training. This lack of connectedness with clinical 

practice contradicts one of the central assumptions of reflection, namely the importance of 

relevant experience (Aronson, 2011; Mann, Gordon, & MacLeod, 2009; Sandars, 2009). 

Considering that medical students at UU spend nine to 13 weeks of each of their last seven 

terms on clinical placements, there is ample of relevant clinical experience to reflect upon.  

 

Thus, if we accept the proposed benefits of reflection medical education, the lack of both 

reflective assignments in connection to clinical experience and education on reflection means 

that the medical students at UU are deprived of a pedagogical tool that would make them 

better prepared for their professional future. The premise that the MD program at UU does not 

make effective use of reflection forms the principal rationale for my project. Therefore, the 

objective of this project is to gather knowledge and experience that can be of use in future 

reflective programs within medical education at UU and beyond.  

 

Clearly, this is a broad objective. The justification for such a broad objective is twofold. 

Firstly, as shown in section 1.5, there exists no established best practices for employing 

reflection and there are no instruments in Swedish used for quantifying reflection. This lack of 

knowledge and quantitative measures limits the possibilities to perform more specific 

quantitative studies. Moreover, educational research will always be dependent on context. 

Therefore, before performing more detailed studies in Sweden and at UU in particular, studies 

investigating the feasibility and foundations of reflection are needed.  

 

What, then, more specifically will the study add? One recognized framework that can help 

clarifying the scope of the study is the Kirkpatrick framework (Kirkpatrick, 1996). Although 

initially intended for training in industry and despite recent contentions of overuse in medical 

education (Yardley & Dornan, 2012), the Kirkpatrick framework is often used in evaluating 

interventions in medical education. In brief, the Kirkpatrick framework suggests that a 

training program may be evaluated according to four distinct levels: 

1. Reaction: participants’ opinions of the intervention. 

2. Learning: learning outcomes. 

3. Behaviour: behavioural change  

4. Results: the final result of the intervention.   

List 3 The four main levels in the Kirkpatrick framework.  
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Though generally desirable to reach higher levels of the Kirkpatrick framework, my project 

concerns only the first level. This means that students’ reflectivity will not be objectively 

measured, neither will actual learning outcomes. Instead, the study will examine students’ 

own perception of the effect of the project on the level of reflection and learning outcomes, as 

well as students’ attitudes towards reflection in general.  

1.8 Research questions 

At the start of the project, preliminary research questions were identified. During the course 

of the project, the research questions were modified into the following set of questions:  

 What are the theoretical and empirical foundations of reflection in medical 

education? 

 What is the nature of students’ reflections? 

 What is the attitude towards reflection among students? 

 Is it possible to encourage reflection on clinical experience? 

 Can a reflective tool prove helpful for students’ learning experience? 

 What are students’ views on how to implement reflection in clinical training? 

 What makes a good environment for reflection in medical education?  

List 4 Research questions.  
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2. METHOD and SAMPLE SELECTION 

2.1 General set-up  

Before detailing the method of the project, some general comments are warranted. To start 

with, the methodology of the project was chosen such that the principal objective of gathering 

knowledge and experience that can be of use in future reflective programs within the MD 

program at Uppsala University could be met within a limited study on a small sample
7
. 

Therefore, the study has the form of a pilot study with an emphasis on quantitative 

methodology. As explained thoroughly in section 2.4, a reflective logbook was employed as 

the main reflective instrument.    

 

To be able to shed light on different aspects of reflection in medical education within a 

limited study, two qualitative methods and one quantitative method were used to gather data, 

in addition to an overview of literature (list 5).  

 An overview of literature (qualitative). 

 Closed answers of a questionnaire (quantitative).  

 Open-ended answers of a questionnaire (qualitative).  

 A focus group interview (qualitative). 

List 5 Methods for compiling information
8
 numbered after order of completion.  

The resulting four information-sets were subsequently triangulated, a method used for 

increasing the validity and reliability (SBU, 2012). 

2.2 Overview of literature 

In collaboration with a senior librarian at the medical library of Uppsala Akademiska 

Hospital, relevant search terms and Medical Headline Subheading Headings (MeSH) were 

                                                           
7
 See section 1.7 for a discussion of objective and specified research questions. 

8
The project also gave rise to additional material that is not included or analysed due to a need to limit 

the scope of this report. This left-out material comprises of (1) direct observation of reflective group 

meetings and (2) written material (other than questionnaires) produced by the students during the 

project.  
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identified. The following search terms and headings were used when initially searching in 

PubMed: 

 “Education, Medical” (MeSH term) 

 “Clinical competence” (MeSH term) 

 “Models, Educational” (Mesh term) 

 “Teaching/methods” (Mesh term) 

 “Reflection” 

 “Reflective” 

 “Learning” (MeSH term) 

 “Review”(Publication type) 

List 6 Search terms used in PubMed.  

The different search terms were used both separately and in compilations. Only articles in the 

English and Swedish languages were considered. After reading the abstracts, relevant articles 

were identified and subsequently read through. Further articles were identified through 

examining references of the relevant literature.  

 

The UU university library data base was also used with relevant search terms to identify 

sources other than journal articles. 

2.3 Selection and recruitment of participants 

A third year (fifth term) course in clinical emergency medicine within the MD program at UU 

was selected for the reflective project. Using a third year course in clinical emergency 

medicine had several advantages. First of all, M.W. is the head of the course which carried 

some administrative benefits. More importantly, a course in clinical emergency medicine, we 

(A.P. and M.W.) deemed, would provide students with a suitable setting with considerable 

patient contact. In addition, because the course takes place during the first term of clinical 

practice, we believed that students would be more susceptible to interventions compared to 

students in later stages of the MD program.  

  

The clinical part of the course lasts for three weeks (Tuesdays through Fridays) and consists 

of clinical practice at an emergency room unit and, for a subset of students, includes a few 

days at an emergency ward. The course is given three times every term with approximately 30 

students per session. This set-up allowed me to use the first session for a pre-pilot. The second 

session was used for the actual project and the third session was not included in the study at 

all. The second session consisted of 30 students. However, two students were excluded as 
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they were exchange students and not present for the entire term. Hence, the sample for the 

actual project consisted of 28 students (16 male and 12 female students).  

2.4 The development of a reflective instrument 

2.4.1 Rationale behind using a logbook as a reflective instrument  

As explained in section 1.5, there exists no evidence-based best practice on how to implement 

reflective programs in medical education. Instead, based on my comprehension of the 

overviewed literature and the local possibilities and constraints within the MD program at 

UU, I decided to set forth to develop and test a reflective logbook.  

 

Using a logbook offered several advantages, including the opportunity to accommodate for 

three of the important factors identified in the literature review in section 1.5:  The importance 

of (1) context, (2) clear instructions and (3) feedback. For instance, a paper-based logbook can 

easily be carried and used in action in clinical settings, can include clear instructions and may 

also be used as a starting point for feedback. However, it was neither practically possible nor 

desirable to assess the work done by students (as put forward in section 1.5), although a 

logbook may be used for that purpose too.   

 

Logbooks are oftentimes used in medical education within the United States for the purpose 

of monitoring students’ practice in clinical settings (Denton, Hoang, Prince, Moores, & 

Durning, 2007). Nevertheless, to my knowledge, few projects with intentionally reflective 

logbooks have been described. The use of student portfolios is a concept nearby to logbooks 

that oftentimes is used in medical education and in particular for assessment. In this project, 

however, I have limited myself to reflective logbooks and have not reviewed the literature on 

portfolios in medical education.   

 

An exhaustive review of logbooks also goes beyond the scope of this report. Yet, I have 

identified four logbook projects in medical and dental education that are of reflective nature:  

 In a booklet dubbed Epitomise – Learning Outcomes Logbook, medical students at 

Dundee University in Scotland are encouraged to fill in drawn lessons from patient 

encounters according to a prompt. However, I have not found any publicized 

information on any experiences of the booklet.  
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 In the Netherlands at University Medical Centre Nijmegen, a logbook was used as a 

part of novel approach to an introductory clerkship with limited success in terms of 

participation (Jacobs, Bolhuis, Bulte, Laan, & Holdrinet, 2005).  

 Within dental education at the Karolinska institute in Sweden, a logbook was used in 

paediatric dentistry during one year. By handing out a questionnaire on learning 

styles before and after the intervention with the logbook, Dahllöf, Tsilingaridis and 

Hindbeck conclude that the logbook stimulated self-reflection and learning from 

experience (2004). However, as there was no control group, and because 

questionnaires may not be able to quantify student characteristics with validly and 

reliability, the results should be interpreted carefully.  

 At Cardiff University in Wales, students were offered to volunteer in a one-year 

project with a learning journal and with fortnightly group sessions (Grant, 

Kinnersley, Metcalf, Pill, & Houston, 2006). With less than 10 per cent of invited 

students participating, a main conclusion was that students are not likely to 

participate in organized reflection unless it is connected to the curriculum and to 

assessment.  

These examples of logbook projects suggest that logbooks may bear the potential of 

enhancing students’ learning experience, but that it is difficult to achieve a high student 

engagement. The challenge of achieving high student participation was a main concern 

addressed in the design of the logbook project, to which I will turn next.   

2.4.2 The design process of the logbook 

The specific aim of the logbook was to create a tool with high student participation without 

compromising with its potential to encourage reflection. To reach this objective, careful 

consideration of the important factors for implementing reflective practices put forward in 

section 1.5.4 was carried out. These important factors are mirrored in the design features that 

are explained further in section 2.4.3. 

 

The reflective logbook was created in two main steps, with a prototype used for a pre-pilot 

developed first. The prototype was developed by A.P. under supervision of M.W. The 

prototype was tested as a pre-pilot on ten volunteering students from the first session of the 

class. After a 15 minute introduction on reflection and the logbook, the prototype was handed 

out to the ten volunteers. Two clinical assistants also attended the information session. A.P. 
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received feedback from three of the students during the pre-pilot and from one of the clinical 

assistants. The main finding of the three week long pre-pilot was that student engagement was 

low. Another finding was that students desired to reflect in groups with peers as well.  

 

To accommodate for the feedback and experience from the pre-pilot, I made the following 

changes to both the logbook and the set-up of the project:  

 For the second version of the logbook, the number of assignments of the logbook 

was cut and the proportion of short answer type assignments was increased.  

 For students placed at Uppsala Akademiska hospital, the opportunity to reflect in 

groups for up to 15 minutes daily was added. A prompt was developed for the 

students to use for the group reflections.  

  An incentive of two movie tickets for students that completed a specified number of 

tasks was added.  

List 7 Changes made to the prototype of the logbook after the pre-pilot.  

2.4.3  Features of the final version of the logbook
9
 

In its final version, the logbook has the following features:  

 Physically, the logbook consists of 44 pages in A5 format with enforced cover that 

allows the logbook to be carried in the pocket of hospital garments to be ready for 

reflection-in-action. 

 The first pages and the last page include information on proposed benefits of 

reflection as well as instructions on use of the logbook.  

 To lower students’ thresholds for use, the assignments in the logbook are ordered 

after increasing complexity where the first assignments for every day are of short 

answer type. 

 The logbook is arranged after “rounds” to be completed during or after every day 

of clinical training.  

 A variety of different assignments such as visualisation of hands-on experience and 

free space for writing and drawing are included to increase flexibility and to 

                                                           
9
 An excerpt of the logbook can be found in appendix A. On demand, the entire logbook can be sent as a PDF-

file.  
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accommodate for different learning styles.  

 The logbook refers to students’ clinical checklist and learning goals for the course.   

 The final assignment of the logbook includes written feedback.  

List 8 Design features of the final version of the logbook.  

As mentioned in list 8, a consistent theme throughout the logbook is its arrangement around 

“rounds”. Every weekday during the clinical placement of the course has a designated round. 

For the first three days of the week, there is a daily round and for the last day of the first two 

weeks a weekly round follows. After the third (and last) clinical week of the course, the 

logbook has a final round. The three different types of rounds all have distinct focuses. The 

daily round focuses on processing the experiences gained during the day at the clinic, and has 

only a smaller component of self-assessment. The weekly round, on the other hand, focuses 

on self-assessment and evaluation of the level of attainment of learning goals. In the final 

round, students are given instructions on and asked to write a 3000 character (at least) essay, 

preferably based on reflections from the clinical placement. For the last assignment, students 

were guaranteed written feedback.  

2.5 Development of questionnaire and quantitative analysis 

A 22-question questionnaire
10

 in Swedish was developed comprising of 18 closed answer 

question and four open-ended questions. Responders were anonymous. The questionnaire 

examined students’ attitudes towards reflection and reflective tools, and students’ experience 

with the logbook and reflective meetings. The questionnaire also offered the opportunity for 

students to come with suggestions on how to improve the logbook and the reflective meetings.  

 

For the questions examining students’ attitudes towards reflection, the logbook and reflective 

group meetings, five point unipolar Likert-like questions were used with options ranging from 

“completely agree” to “do not agree at all”
11

. A sixth option, “undecided/not sure”, was also 

included. The questionnaire was reviewed by three independent people prior to 

administration: M.W., one medical student and one PhD student with experience of designing 

questionnaires.  

                                                           
10

 The questionnaire is included in the report as appendix B.  

11
 This is a translation from Swedish as the questionnaire was in Swedish.  
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The closed-end answers from the questionnaire were not analysed statistically other than by 

being depicted graphically, divided after users and non-users of the logbook.  

2.6 Focus group interview and analysis of questionnaire open-ended 

questions 

One focus group interview was carried out by A.P. Four students volunteered. All four 

volunteers had used the logbook during the course and three had completed all assignments 

set out, including the final essay. Three of the students had their clinical placements during 

the course at Uppsala Akademiska Hospital and one student at a regional hospital. A prompt 

including five main topics was used (here numbered after order in the prompt): 

1. What does reflection in medical education mean for you? 

2. What did you think of the level of flexibility of the logbook? 

3. How can we engage more students? 

4. Did the logbook encourage you to become more reflective? 

5. Is feedback important, and how do you wish to receive feedback? 

List 9 Main topics in prompt used for the focus group interview.  

The focus group interview took place after completion of the course and after analysis of the 

questionnaire. Total recording time was 50 minutes. The focus group interview was 

transcribed ad verbatim, which gave a total length of 7200 words.   

 

The focus group transcript was combined with the answers to the open-ended questions in the 

questionnaire into one unit of analysis. To analyse the unit, qualitative content analysis 

(Graneheim & Lundman, 2004) was used. First, the text was read through several times and 

broken down to meaning units that in turn were condensed. Following condensation, the 

meaning units were assembled into subcategories and later categories that were mutually 

exclusive and exhaustive. Parallel to the ordering into categories, the latent content of the unit 

of analysis (i.e. what the text is about rather than what is explicitly says) was arranged into 

themes. As a final step, the categories were matched into the different themes.    
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3. RESULTS 

3.1 General remarks 

The presentation of results is divided in three main parts: participation (section 3.2), answers 

from the closed questions of the questionnaire (3.3), and a qualitative content analysis of the 

focus group interview and the open ended questions of the questionnaire (3.4). Quantitative 

results are generally presented graphically. The result from the overview of literature is 

presented as part of the background.  

3.2 Participation 

 Information on use of the logbook during the project is presented in figure 2.  

 

Figure 2 Use of the logbook during the project by sex.  

•Students in class    n = 28  (16 male, 12 female) 

 

 

•Attended information session  n = 27  (16 male, 11 female) 

•Completed questionnaire  n = 24  (14 male, 10 female) 

•Used logbook    n = 10  (4 male, 6 female) 

•Handed in logbook   n = 6  (3 male, 3 female) 

•Completed all assignments  n = 4  (3 male, 1 female)  
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3.3 Answers from the closed questions of the questionnaire  

3.3.1 Questions answered by both logbook users and non-users 

A majority of logbook users (13 out of 24) agreed to some extent that the project with the 

logbook had increased their knowledge of reflection in medical education, whereas a majority 

of non-users (10 out of 14) were undecided (figure 3).   

Figure 3 Students’ response to: “The project with the Logbook has increased my knowledge 

of reflection in medical education.” 

A clear majority of students, both logbook users and non-users, agreed “completely” or “to a 

great extent” that reflection in medical education is important (figure 4).  

Figure 4 Students’ response to: “Reflection is important in medical education.” 
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As a group, the students did not have a clear opinion on whether they would like to see the 

logbook as a permanent feature of the MD program or not (figure 5). 

Figure 5 Students’ response to: “Do you think that the logbook should become a permanent 

feature at MD program.” 

Compared to the logbook, more students had a determined opinion on group reflections with a 

majority taking a positive stance (figure 6).  

 

Figure 6 Students’ response to: “Do you think thank group reflections in any format should 

be a permanent feature at the MD program?” 
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When asked for what could have made you use the logbook more, or use it in case you did not 

use it at all, (multiple answers possible) no single answer dominated (figure 7).  

Figure 7  Students’ response to: “What could have made you use the logbook more, 

alternatively use it in case you did not use it at all?” 

The question also had an open ended part where students could specify other alternatives, 

which 6 respondents did. The six answers were:  

 Make it mandatory  

 Relate to checklist 

 Make simpler 

 Make it oral 

 2 students noted that they forgot the logbook  

List 10 Specified answers by respondents answering “other” (figure 7). 
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3.3.2 Answers by users of the Logbook 

The students showed variation when they had used the logbook in relation to a particular day 

(figure 8). Most commonly, students used the logbook during the same day, either while on 

the clinic or during the same day but not at the clinic.  

 

Figure 8 Logbook users’ response to: “At what occasions have you worked with the logbook? 

(More than one answer is possible). 

All students reported spending between 5 and 60 minutes on the logbook per week on average 

with a majority (7 out of 10) spending 15 to 60 minutes (figure 9).  

 

Figure 9 Logbook user’s response to “How much time have you spent on the logbook per 

week during the course?” 
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All logbook users agreed to some extent that the logbook had made them reflect more than 

otherwise (figure 10).  

Figure 10 Logbook users’ response to: “The logbook made me reflect more than I otherwise 

would have.” 

In learning from experience in the clinic, all students agreed to at least some extent that the 

logbook had assisted them (figure 11).   

Figure 11 Logbook users’ response to: “The logbook has assisted me in learning from 

experience at the clinic.” 
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For learning theoretical knowledge, all students agreed to some extent that the logbook had 

been effective, but on average to a lesser extent so compared to in learning from experience 

(figure 12).  

 

Figure 12 Logbook users’ response to: “The logbook has assisted me in acquiring theoretical 

knowledge.” 

As an aid for learning practical skills, 9 out of 10 students agreed to some extent that the 

logbook was useful, but on average less so than for learning from experience and for learning 

theoretical knowledge (figure 13).  

Figure 13 Logbook users’ response to: “The logbook has assisted me in learning practical 

skills.” 

3.3.3 Answers by participants of reflective meetings only  

All 14 respondents having their clinical placement at Uppsala Akademiska Hospital reported 

attending at least 1 reflective meeting. Of the 14 students, 10 students brought up a topic for 

discussion themselves. 
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Students generally agreed that the group reflections brought up relevant topics (figure 14), but 

were less certain that the meetings had been rewarding for them (figure 15).  

Figure 14 Participants’ in group reflective meetings response to: “The conversations in the 

reflective group meetings brought up relevant questions.” 

Figure 15 Participants’ in group reflective meetings response to: “The conversations at the 

reflective group meeting were rewarding for me.” 

3.4 Analysis of focus group interview and open-ended questions in 

questionnaire 

The qualitative content analysis resulted in identification of two main themes, (I) Reflection 

from the perspective of a medical student and (II) Student engagement in reflection. The two 

themes consist of categories that, in some cases, are divided into subcategories. Figure 16 

demonstrates the breakdown of the two themes into categories and subcategories.  
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Figure 16 Categories and subcategories of the two themes: (I) Reflection from the 

perspective of a medical student and (II) student engagement in reflection.  

3.4.1 Theme I: Reflection from the perspective of a medical student  

The first question in the interview prompt was about what reflection in medical education 

meant for the students (see section 2.6 for interview prompt). Although not asked about, the 

students also came to focus on the usefulness of reflection. Based on these conversations, two 

main categories emerged, the nature of reflection and the usefulness of reflection, which 

together compromise the theme reflection from the perspective of a medical student. Notably, 

in discussing the nature and usefulness of reflection, the students of the focus group did not 

display any open disagreements. The open-ended answers in the questionnaire were also 

consistent with the views expressed in the focus group.  

3.4.1.1 The nature of reflection 
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Ethical reflections often arise from an experience that there are many situations 

where facts or policies cannot provide answers on how to act, and that one’s action is 

an individual responsibility. In one student’s wording:  

One has to be able to make decisions in difficult questions and how to relate 

to that. [...] There are many guidelines and graphs, but nobody tells you 

exactly how to do, instead you have to do it individually. 

The factual-based reflections, on the other hand, arose from the great amount of factual 

knowledge and skills that are required for practicing medicine, and were primarily seen as a 

strategy to deal with this learning need.  

 

In agreement with the highlighting of the inadequacy of guidelines, students also put forward 

that ethical reflections deal with subjective matters where there rarely is a clearly defined 

right or wrong.  As a consequence of this subjectivity, the students believed that the ethical 

reflections were more difficult to deal with than the factual reflections. 

3.4.1.2 Usefulness of reflection 

The interviewed students, as well as the responses in the questionnaire, were positive about 

reflection in medical education. In fact, no negative aspects of reflection were mentioned. 

First of all, several students in both the focus group and in the questionnaire remarked that 

reflection is “important” or “good” without further motivating why. Other students were more 

elaborate about the usefulness of reflection. Altogether, the following subcategories of 

usefulness of reflection emerged:   

 Dealing with complexity: Students noted that reflection not only arose in situation 

where guidelines were inadequate, but that reflection also could be helpful in dealing 

with these complex situations. One student remarked:   

The thing with reflection is that you can think for yourself what is 

morally right […] so that you are not just guided to think a certain way as 

a doctor, but that you may have reasoning behind the humanity of what 

you are doing. 

 Evaluation and identification of learning needs: Another useful aspect of reflection 

that students frequently brought up both in the focus group and in the questionnaire 
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was as a tool for evaluation and for identification of learning needs. One student 

suggested that:  

[…] it is important to be able to reflect, for example, if a patient doesn’t 

like the way I am asking a question in a certain way, that you evaluate 

yourself, what could I have done better in this anamnesis or status? 

However, the focus of evaluation did not have to be only one self. One student 

proposed that it also was meaningful to reflect on the performance of the supervisor, 

as the supervisor also has an important role in students’ learning.  

 Retention of knowledge and skill: The benefit of reflection that most frequently 

appeared was its potential to increase retention of knowledge and skills. Students 

remarked that by reflecting on what one had learned during the day (for example by 

writing) and by trying to understand and make sense of that, the chances increased for 

more long-term learning. In the words of one student:   

[…] it is perfect if you reflect some and actually try to understand what 

they say so that you really understand. Otherwise, you may think “well, 

that makes sense”, but then two days later you read the same thing and 

don’t remember a thing. 

One variation of reflection that was brought up was visualisation, which for example 

was suggested to be helpful in learning practical procedures such as neurological 

examinations.  

3.4.2 Theme II: Student engagement in reflection  

The bulk of the material, both from the focus group and the questionnaire, falls within this 

theme. The theme consists of four categories (1) context, (2) feedback, (3) mandatory or 

voluntary approach? and (4) the design of reflective methods.  

3.4.2.1 Context 

The importance of a relevant context was pointed out at many occasions and by several 

different students. Consistently, students deemed that the logbook was more suitable in the 

emergency room compared to in a ward setting. Compared to a ward, the emergency room 
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provided more experiences and opportunities to be active, which in turn provided material for 

reflection. One student stated that:  

At the emergency room, where things happened all the time, it felt good to 

sit in the locker room at the end of the day and write down some and think 

about what I’ve experienced… 

Another student remarked that context also is important for compliance: 

Sometimes, I had really bad days or boring days at a boring ward when I 

hadn’t learned much and just walked around. [...] If people feel the way I 

felt during those days, people won’t work with the logbook. 

An additional contextual factor pointed out by students was the placements at regional 

hospitals. At regional hospitals, a few students commented, it is more difficult interact with 

peers, which in turn may hinder reflections that otherwise might arise.  

3.4.2.2 Feedback 

Students regarded feedback on reflection as important and generally wished for more 

feedback. Some students highlighted the importance of feedback from supervisors, whereas 

others pointed out that feedback also may come from peers. Students desired feedback both 

on ethical reflections and on factual reflections. Some students preferred written feedback, 

whereas other had a preference for oral feedback, either individually or in a group. 

3.4.2.3  Mandatory or voluntary approach? 

The students in the focus group believed that it was unfortunate that no more than 10 students 

in the class had used the logbook during the course. This sentiment led the conversation in the 

focus group into the question of whether participation in reflective practices should be 

mandatory or voluntary.  

 

The students were generally sceptical towards making participation in reflective practices 

mandatory. The students were also sceptical towards offering external incentives, although 

they recognized that it would increase participation. They regarded the motivation for 

reflection as something that has to come endogenously. Typical were statements such as:  “It 

is difficult to force people into using something they feel is a bit superfluous […] despite that 
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it can be very useful” and “There shouldn’t have to be incentives to do it, it should be 

something that is rewarding to use [referring to the logbook].”  

 

Yet another student remarked “as soon as you label something as mandatory, it becomes 

boring and people go there with the mind-set that it will be boring.” Another comment was 

that a mandatory approach would mean that unmotivated students would participate, which, 

for example in a group setting, may harm the quality of the activity. However, one student 

persisted in that a mandatory approach was needed to engage all students in reflective 

activities, but opened for the opportunity to make group discussions mandatory rather than the 

logbook.  

 

Although the focus group had some disagreement regarding making reflection mandatory or 

not, all students in the focus group agreed that the key to achieve a high level of student 

engagement is to make reflection as attractive as possible.  

3.4.2.4  The design of reflective methods 

The category is divided into two subcategories: the design of the logbook and the design of 

reflective groups. Generally, the students had a more favourable attitude towards reflections 

in group settings compared to reflections based on working with the logbook. One student, 

however, put forward that writing in itself facilitates reflection and yet another student that 

self-evaluation is difficult in a group setting. Some students suggested that written reflection 

and reflection in group can be used as complements instead of as contesting methods.   

 The design of the logbook: The students’ opinion on the design of the logbook 

showed divergence with frequent conflicting opinions. However, a few suggestions 

reoccurred and were not disputed. Most noticeably, students agreed that the logbook 

should be integrated more with other parts of their education. The most common 

suggestion was to link the logbook to the checklist and the achievement goals that 

students are given before their placement. Several students also advised to integrate 

the logbook more to group reflections, where the logbook for example could be used 

as a basis for discussion. One illustrative comment in favour for the view of 

integration with learning outcomes was:  
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I am convinced that the key to get people to use the logbook is to integrate it 

with practical experience so that people feel that […] if I write this thing 

down right now, then I will learn it.  

Another view that recurred among the comments in the questionnaire was a suggestion 

to make the questions of the logbook freer and to decrease the number of assignments. 

On the other hand, one student in the focus group remarked that the last assignment 

(writing an essay) gave too vague instructions which made it difficult.  

 

Some students believed that the logbook should focus more on factual knowledge and 

less on what students labelled as ethical reflection (see section 3.4.1.1 for a treatment 

of ethical reflection). Contrasting this view, other students valued the reflective parts 

and asked for a greater focus on emotional reflection.  

 

Other views were more difficult to sort into a pattern, why they are listed here:  

o Separate the two types of 

reflection 

o Filling in vital parameters was 

pointless 

o I liked that the logbook was not 

time demanding  

o Motivating because you notice 

what your learn 

o I liked the vital parameters 

o The final assignment was not 

rewarding  

o Good for remembering questions 

for later  

o More space for drawing!  

o Good as it is  

o Remove the weekly rounds  

o Good for taking notes  

o A little too big to carry around 

o Good that it contains different 

approaches  

o It was fun to use 

o Should be less locked in terms of 

time

List 11 Non-assorted views on the design of the logbook. 

 Set-up of reflective groups: Only students in Uppsala (about half of the students in 

the course) had the opportunity to take part in reflective group meetings. In summary, 

the students appreciated and enjoyed the opportunity to take part in reflective 

meetings, but they also came with many suggestions on how to improve the concept. 

Most frequently, the students commented that it was difficult to get started and to find 
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relevant topics that were not too focused on practicalities. Suggestions on how to 

facilitate meaningful conversations ranged from setting up defined topics or cases to 

choose from, asking questions to students and limiting the role of the clinical assistant 

during meetings.  
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4. DISCUSSION  

4.1 General remarks 

Practicing medicine as a physician means facing complexity and high expectations. Although 

the scientific evidence is scarce, scholars and teachers have put forward reflection in medical 

education as one measure to address the challenges of practicing medicine. In this study, I 

developed and tested a reflective logbook on medical students aimed at encouraging and 

teaching reflection. The broad objective of the study was to collect knowledge and 

experiences that can be of use in future reflective programs within UU’s MD program and 

beyond.  

  

In this section, every research question raised in section 1.8 is first discussed separately. 

Later, all research questions are considered in a synthesis with the goal of reaching a 

conclusion as well as an insight into the implications of the study. Before a discussion of the 

individual research questions, some general remarks about the methodology of the study are 

warranted. I will argue that that the methodology has many imperfections, but that it 

nonetheless is purposive.  

 

This is a pilot-study on a small, partly self-selected sample which restricts the possibility to 

reach a high internal validity with certainty. For instance, although a response rate of 24 out 

of 28 students on the questionnaire gives a sample that is acceptably representable of the 

class, the focus group was highly biased towards users of the logbook. Similarly, it is 

reasonable to assume that the users of the logbook are non-representable of the group in 

several ways. Another imperfection was that the students of the focus group also answered the 

questionnaire. This complicated the comparison between the material of the quantitative 

content analysis and the questionnaire because what may appear to be a truly recurring view 

may only be the same students expressing the same opinions in both modes.  

 

Yet another threat to internal validity was that single Likert-type questions were used for all 

questions where students were asked to rate their experience with the project and their attitude 

towards reflection. Preferably, to reach a high reliability and validity, there should be a 

number of Likert-questions on each topic rather than single questions.  
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Any quantitative analysis will also, to some extent, be subjective. Since this project was 

carried out by me alone, involving more researchers in the content analysis to increase 

reliability and validity was not possible. Therefore, the quantitative content analysis may be 

subject to considerable bias and should thus be interpreted carefully.  

 

In addition to threats to internal validity, there are also possible threats to the external validity 

of the study. Clearly, generalizing the results of my study to a MD program abroad is 

questionable. More subtly, even generalizing results from one class to another within the MD 

program at UU is associated with uncertainty. For example, students later in the MD program 

may have different attitudes to reflection than the third year students used in my study. 

Another threat to external validity comes from the fact there are many different possible ways 

of teaching an encouraging reflection, of which the students in this project only experienced 

one (or two in the case group reflective meeting). Hence, the results from this project may not 

be straightforwardly generalizable to reflection in medical education in general. Lastly, the 

persons giving instructions and administrating the reflective program (A.P. and M.W. in this 

case) likely influence the students’ views and experiences to at least some extent and 

therefore may decrease the external validity.  

 

Despite its limitations, I nevertheless consider the methodology to be purposive. Within a 

small study in a field where scientific evidence is scarce and no local experience exists, the 

methodology allowed a broad collection of information and experience. Therefore, I believe 

that the study may still serve its principal objective presented in section 1.7, which is to 

contribute to understandings that can guide future reflective programs at UU’s MD program 

and beyond. More specifically, the study gave important insights to the research questions 

posed in section 1.8, to which we will turn next.   

4.2 What are the theoretical and empirical foundations of reflection in 

medical education?12  

The overview of literature identified several theoretical models for understanding reflection in 

medical education. From a theoretical perspective, the literature also suggests several 

advantages of reflective practices in medical education such as increased self-awareness and 

                                                           
12

 As the result from the overview of literature is presented in a non-condensed fashion within the background, 

the main findings are summarized here.  
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learning more effectively from experience. These theoretical suggestions, however, have little 

empirical support. For the most important end results (and arguably the only important result), 

actual patient outcome, corresponding to the fourth Kirkpatrick level
13

, there is no support in 

the literature that reflection in medical education has any effect. Regarding how to most 

successfully implement and encourage reflection in medical education, the literature offers 

only limited guidance based on empirical research.   

 

The overview of literature was difficult to carry out for several reasons. The greatest difficulty 

was to clearly demarcate the field. Indeed, there exist a number of journals on medical 

education, but I have also identified several relevant articles in other medical journals. Also, 

there exists no uniform terminology, which makes searches in databases challenging. For 

example, a logbook, a portfolio and a journal may all serve the same purpose in a curriculum. 

It is also reasonable to assume that there are many reflective projects at medical school world-

wide that go unpublished.  

 

Although the overview of literature by no means was a systematic review, I nevertheless 

believe it is a fair assumption that the overview has captured much of the current state of 

knowledge in the area of reflection in medical education. The reason for my belief is that I 

early identified a thorough systematic review by Mann et al. (2009), covering the years 1994 

to 2005, as well as AMEE:s guide no. 44 on reflection in medical education (Sandars, 2009) 

representing the view of a leading global organisation in medical education. In addition, 

passages on reflection in the international textbook Medical Education: Theory and Practice  

(Dornan, Karen Mann, Scherpbier, & Spencer, 2010) were also read through. 

4.3 What is the nature of students’ reflections? 

Students in the focus group divided their reflection in two main categories, one mainly ethical 

category, and another factual category aimed at increasing retention of knowledge and 

skills
14

. Certainly, this finding is based solely on the limited sample of the focus group, but it 

is noticeable that this distinction arose spontaneously at several different occasions and was 

accepted among all members of the group.  

 

                                                           
13

 See section 1.7 for a short description of the Kirkpatrick framework.  

14
  See sections 3.3.1 and 4.3 for a treatment of ethical and factual reflections.  
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Despite reviewing eight papers addressing the nature of students’ reflection, the review by 

Mann et al. does not report this distinction between ethical and factual reflection. However, it 

is possible that the students’ dichotomous view on reflection was influenced by the logbook, 

which implicitly made a similar distinction.   

4.4 What is the attitude towards reflection among students? 

The results from the questionnaire clearly suggest that students value reflection in medical 

education. The analysis from the focus group interview and the open-ended questions also 

support that students value reflection and that students find reflection useful for several 

purposes. However, these findings should be interpreted carefully. Firstly, there was only one 

question (of Likert-type) in the questionnaire regarding the importance of reflection. Also, the 

actual meaning of reflection in medical education may differ greatly between individuals. 

Lastly, it is reasonable to assume a bias towards students more positive towards reflection 

among both the participants of the focus group and among the responders of the open-ended 

questions in the questionnaire.   

 

Students’ reported high value of reflection is not consistent with the low participation rate in 

the logbook project. One obvious possible explanation is that the logbook was not the right 

format to encompass all students’ motivation for reflection. Another possible explanation is 

that students do value reflection, but are less willing to put in effort into reflection. It is, of 

course, also possible that students prefer to reflect on their own, or informally with peers, 

rather than in an organized form such as with a logbook.  

 

I found little information on the attitude towards reflection in the overview of literature. 

However, low student engagement in voluntary written reflective practices is described in 

several earlier projects with logbooks (Grant et al., 2006; Jacobs et al., 2005) and is a well-

known difficulty generally in reflective practices, as commentated on by Sandars: “How to 

engage students in reflection appears to be a persistent challenge to all educators” (2009). 

4.5 Is it possible to encourage reflection on clinical experience? 

Both the questionnaire and the quantitative analysis support that the logbook did encourage 

students to reflect more. Particularly convincing is that among the 10 students who used the 
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logbook, 2 “completely” agreed and 7 students agreed “to a great extent” that the logbook 

hade made them more reflective. Yet, some caveats are warranted. As with attitude towards 

reflection (section 4.4), a single Likert-type question does not allow far-reaching conclusions. 

In addition, as also mentioned in section 4.4, little is known about what students themselves 

mean by reflection.  

 

Ideally, weather reflection can be induced and learned should be measured objectively. My 

study concerns students’ experiences of their own reflectivity (i.e. the first Kirkpatrick level), 

whereas an objective actual measure would quantify behaviour (i.e. level three). As suggested 

by Mann et al. and discussed in section 1.5.1, there is some support for the claim that 

reflectivity is quantifiable. This will allow future investigation on whether it is possible to 

alter students’ behaviour into becoming more reflective. To be used in a Swedish setting 

though, these instruments would have to be translated into Swedish and subsequently re-

evaluated for validity and reliability.  

4.6 Can a reflective tool prove helpful for students’ learning from 

experience? 

In the focus group and in open-ended questions of the questionnaire, students suggested that 

reflection is beneficial for understanding, as well as for retention of knowledge and skills. The 

answers of the closed-end questions in the questionnaire support that users of the logbook did 

find it helpful to some extent. As with the questions on whether reflection can be encouraged, 

my inquiry of students’ learning, however, only concerns the first Kirkpatrick level and does 

not objectively measure learning outcomes. We (A.P. and M.W.) considered the possibility of 

including students’ results on the final exam of the course in the study, but decided not to 

peruse the possibility due to too many confounding factors, as well as the limited sample size.   

 

To my knowledge, and as discussed in section 1.5.3, there exists no evidence that reflective 

interventions in medical education can improve learning outcomes. Although not providing 

any objective evidence for the effectiveness of reflection in medical education, my study adds 

some support for the assertion that students themselves find reflection helpful for enhancing 

their learning from clinical training.  
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4.7 What are the students’ views on how to implement reflection in clinical 

training? 

Throughout the questionnaire and the focus group, students’ were more positive towards oral 

reflections with peers compared to written reflections, although some students believed that 

writing is valuable in itself because it facilitates reflection effectively. The rationale behind 

why students preferred oral reflections to written is unclear, but some students mentioned the 

value of feedback from peers, something that may be easier to account for in a group setting. 

Also, it is possible that oral reflection is perceived as less demanding and more sociable 

compared to using a logbook.  

 

Even though students generally seem to prefer oral to written reflection, many students did 

find the logbook useful. However, it appears that students tend to find the logbook more 

useful for factual reflections and prefer reflection in groups for ethical reflections. The 

literature does not give any clear indication on whether oral or written reflection generally is 

preferred by students, but a general opinion in the literature is that it is important to 

accommodate for different learning styles and modes for expression.   

4.8 What makes a good environment for reflection?  

The analysis from the focus group distinctly showed that a meaningful context is fundamental 

for reflections to arise. This finding is fully consistent with the recommendations identified in 

our overview of the literature. Sandars provides a structure for understanding this perceived 

importance of context (2009). As mentioned in section 1.5.4, Sandars divides reflection into 

two main parts, noticing and processing, and suggests that without initial noticing, no 

reflection can occur. Thus, it appears that wards, in contrast to the emergency room, do not 

provide enough material to be reflected upon.   

4.9 Conclusion and implications 

The literature on reflection in medical education is growing, but offers little evidence for the 

proposed benefits of reflection, or how to most efficiently realise reflection in medical 

education. In a limited study, I found that students in a third year course in clinical emergency 

medicine within the MD program at Uppsala University perceived reflection in their 

education as important and potentially useful. Yet, it proved difficult to transfer this sense of 
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importance into a high participation-rate in a non-mandatory reflective project mainly 

consisting of a reflective logbook.  

 

The subset of students who used the logbook, however, deemed that it made them more 

reflective and that it aided them in learning more from their clinical placement. This study did 

not objectively measure students’ actual level of reflectivity or achieved learning outcomes. 

Although associated with methodological challenges, future studies should seek to objectively 

quantify reflectivity and establish whether reflection in medical education can increase 

student (and in the end physician) proficiency.     

 

In the context of Uppsala University’s MD program, the results of my study may guide future 

reflective programs. One important finding is that emergency room units, in contrast to wards, 

give students relevant experience to reflect upon. Another finding that should give 

implications for future programs is that, although a reflective logbook is appreciated by (at 

least) a subset of students, reflection in groups appears to have a potential to engage a larger 

fraction of students. However, the types of reflection achieved by working with a logbook or 

by talking in groups may be different. One conceivable way to increase the participation as 

well as to achieve different types of reflection in future programs is, therefore, to combine a 

logbook and group meetings into one reflective program. Another exciting possibility for 

future programs is to accommodate for different learning styles and types of reflection by 

allowing and facilitating a wide range of means of expression, perhaps through information 

technologies.  
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APPENDICES 

Rounds  

Below is an excerpt of the logbook in the form of a “daily round” (A) and a “weekly 

round” (B), both translated into English and adapted to A4 format. The daily round 

includes the tips and information that were provided as part of the first round of the 

logbook.  

A. Tuesday week 1: Round  

Today’s placement: 

A1. Rate today’s vital parameters.   

A2. How many patients have you been involved with today? Go 
through each one of them for yourself.   

Number of patients: 

A3.  Notes:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

B1. Shortly describe a patient case or a situation you have encountered during the day and note what 
you can learn from the case/situation.  

  

 

 

Vital parameters (1-5) 
 Participation   

Practical skills   

Supervision   

Own interest   

Own effort   

TIPS & INFORMATION 
Here you can take notes on things 
you have picked up during the day. It 
can be anything from drugs, to 
medical conditions and advice from 
supervisors. If you have the logbook 
in your pocket, you can take a note 
in action! 

 

TIPS & INFORMATION 
By linking theoretical knowledge to real cases (and 
vice versa) you may increase learning significantly.  

It is, of course, exciting to encounter a ”Dr. House - 
case”, but bear in mind that even casual cases and 
situations offer much to learn! 

TIPS & INFORMATION 
By subjectively rate 
today’s vital 
parameters, you will 
quickly start reflecting 
over the day. 5 is the 
best grade.  
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B2. Questions:  

 

 

 

 

B3.  Have you participated in any practical operations day? If so, do the following: 

1. Visualise the operation for yourself.  
2. Consider what you need to remember and/or learn for next occasion.  

 

 

 

 

C1. Free reflections:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

TIPS & INFORMATION 
Oftentimes sound considerations and 
interesting questions arise during the day. 
By taking notes of them, you may have 
them at hand when you have time to read 
or opportunity to ask.  

TIPS OCH INFORMATION 
Research clearly supports that accomplished experts 
continuously work on details to improve and develop. By both 
visualising and writing/sketching, you will increase your 
learning considerably.  

 

 

TIPS OCH INFORMATION 

Here you can write anything that you have reflected over that 
does not fit in under any of the other headlines. Maybe you have 
thought of or experienced something you would like to expand in 
the final written assignment? 
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B. Friday week 1: Weekly round 

A1. Go through the work you have done with the week’s daily rounds.   

A2. Go through the checklist and the achievement goals Notice what you have gone through and 
what you have not had opportunity to go through yet.  

 

B1. Preliminary assessment and action  

 What is your view of your own effort during the week and how does it relate to your own 
expectations? 

 Is there anything you may do better during next week? 

 

 

C1. Have you encountered a situation or though during the week that you would like to process and 
elaborate in the final assignment of the final round? [Here you may benefit from reading the 
instructions in the final round]. If so: 

 Shortly describe the situation/thought and why you have chosen it.  
 Write down some preliminary reflection that you can expand on or challenge in the final 

round.  

 

C2. Free reflections: 
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 Questionnaire 

Bästa student på termin 5! 

 

 

 

 
Enkäten består av 17 frågor (totalt 22 inkluderat delfrågor) och tar ungefär 5-15 minuter att besvara.  

 
Enkäten besvaras anonymt.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Var god vänd blad! 

 

Vi önskar dina synpunkter på projektet med 

LOGGBOKEN under blocket akutsjukvård I 
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Allmänna frågor: 

1. Var har du varit placerad under ditt akutsjukvårdsblock? 

 

 Uppsala  

 Utplacerad 

 

2. Vilket är ditt juridiska kön? 

 

 Kvinna   

 Man 

 

3. Nedan följer två påståenden (a-b). Kryssa för det alternativ som du tycker stämmer in bäst på dig.  

 

a) Projektet med Loggboken har ökat min kunskap om reflektion i medicinsk utbildning. 
 

 Instämmer helt 

 Instämmer i hög grad 

 Instämmer delvis 

 Instämmer i låg grad 

 Instämmer inte alls 

 Obestämd/vet ej 

 

b) Reflektion är viktigt i medicinsk utbildning. 
 

 Instämmer helt 

 Instämmer i hög grad 

 Instämmer delvis 

 Instämmer i låg grad 

 Instämmer inte alls 

 Obestämd/vet ej   

 

4. Anser du att Loggboken bör bli ett permanent inslag på läkarprogrammet? 

 

 Ja 

 Ja, men enbart i en vidareutvecklad form  

 Nej  

 Obestämd/vet ej   

Var god vänd blad! 
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5. Anser du att reflektioner i grupp i någon form bör bli ett permanent inslag på läkarprogrammet? 

 

 Ja  

 Nej  

 Obestämd/vet ej 

 

Frågor specifikt om Loggboken: 

Här följer några frågor om din användning av Loggboken.  

6. Har du använt dig av Loggboken i någon omfattning?        

 Ja    

 Nej  

    

7. Vad skulle kunna ha fått dig att använda Loggboken mer, alternativt använda den om du inte använt den 

alls? (Du kan ange mer än ett svar) 

 

 Jag använde den redan i stor omfattning  

 Avsatt tid för att jobba med Loggboken     

 Mer återkoppling på det man skriver     

 Att den görs mindre tidskrävande 

 Att arbetet med loggboken kopplas till gruppsamtal   

 Att frågorna ändras    

 Inget     

 Vet ej     

 Annat, var god specificera här:     

 

 Om du svarat ”Nej” på fråga 6 ska du nu hoppa vidare till fråga 11 om du varit placerad i Uppsala, och till 

fråga 14 om du varit utplacerad.  

 

 

 

 

 

Var god vänd blad! 
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Loggboken består av ”ronder” som är kopplade till enskilda dagar. I fråga 8 är vi intresserade av att veta när du har 

jobbat med ronderna för de enskilda dagarna.    

8. Vid vilka tillfällen har du jobbat med ronden för en enskild dag? 

Du kan ange mer än ett svar. Kryssa även i det alternativ som varit vanligast för dig.  

                Vanligast 

 Under själva passet på kliniken samma dag     

 Inte under själva passet på kliniken, men under samma dag     

 Dagen efteråt      

 Två eller fler dagar efteråt     

 Jag har i huvudtaget inte jobbat med ronderna.      

  

9. Hur mycket tid uppskattar du att du lagt ned på loggboken per vecka i snitt under de tre veckorna på 

blocket? 

 0 minuter 

 Mer än 0 men mindre än 5 minuter 

 5 - 15 minuter 

 15 - 60 minuter 

 Mer än 60 minuter 

 

10. Nedan följer fyra påståenden (a-d) om Loggboken. Kryssa för det alternativ som stämmer in bäst på dig.  

 

a) Loggboken har fått mig att reflektera mer än jag skulle ha gjort annars.  

 

 Instämmer helt 

 Instämmer i hög grad 

 Instämmer delvis 

 Instämmer i låg grad 

 Instämmer inte alls 

 Obestämd/vet ej 

 

b) Loggboken har hjälpt mig att lära mig av mina erfarenheter på kliniken. 

 

 Instämmer helt 

 Instämmer i hög grad 

 Instämmer delvis 

 Instämmer i låg grad 

 Instämmer inte alls 

 Obestämd/vet ej 

Var god vänd blad! 
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c) Loggboken har hjälpt mig i min inlärning av teoretiska kunskaper. 

 

 Instämmer helt 

 Instämmer i hög grad 

 Instämmer delvis 

 Instämmer i låg grad 

 Instämmer inte alls 

 Obestämd/vet ej 

 

d) Loggboken har hjälpt mig i min inlärning av praktiska färdigheter. 

 

 Instämmer helt 

 Instämmer i hög grad 

 Instämmer delvis 

 Instämmer i låg grad 

 Instämmer inte alls 

 Obestämd/vet ej   

 

 Om du varit utplacerad ska nu gå vidare till fråga 14.  

 

Frågor specifikt om reflektioner i grupp:  

(endast Uppsalaplacerade) 

11. Har du närvarat vid åtminstone en gruppreflektion i samband med fallpresentationer? 

 

 Ja    

 Nej 

 

 Om du svarat ”Nej” på fråga 11 ovan, gå vidare till fråga 14.  

 

12.  Har du själv tagit upp något ämne att reflektera över vid en gruppreflektion? 

 

 Ja     

 Nej  

Var god vänd blad! 
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13. Nedan följer två påståenden (a-b) om gruppreflektioner. Kryssa för det alternativ som du tycker stämmer in 

bäst på dig.  

 

a) Samtalen i gruppreflektionerna tog upp angelägna ämnen. 

 

 Instämmer helt 

 Instämmer i hög grad 

 Instämmer delvis 

 Instämmer i låg grad 

 Instämmer inte alls 

 Obestämd/vet ej 

 

b) Samtalen i gruppreflektionerna har varit givande för mig.   

 

 Instämmer helt 

 Instämmer i hög grad 

 Instämmer delvis 

 Instämmer i låg grad 

 Instämmer inte alls 

 Obestämd/vet ej 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Var god vänd blad! 
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Öppna frågor: 

Här har du möjlighet att under fyra rubriker ge dina synpunkter om projektet. Om du behöver mer utrymme kan du 

skriva på papperets baksida.  

14.  Ange något du tycker varit bra respektive dåligt med Loggboken.  

 

 

 

 

15. Om du själv fick utforma en Loggbok, hur skulle den skilja sig från dagens? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

16.  Ange något du tycker varit bra respektive dåligt med gruppreflektionerna. (Uppsalaplacerade) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

17. Om du själv fick göra ett upplägg för gruppreflektioner, hur skulle det skilja sig från dagens? 

(Uppsalaplacerade) 

 

 

Enkäten är slut. Tack för dina synpunkter!



 

 
 

 

 

  



 

 
 

  



 

 
 

 

  



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


